The West Point hockey team led by Gary Thomas, Fred Schweiger, and Tom Wilkinson, scored four times in the second period to blow the Cadets from gearing. Captain Ian Williams ’54, who took two assists from Jack Parpacer ’54, who was the mile in addition to his first effort in the thousand; and Bill Antoine ’56, who won the high jump and took seconds in the broad jump and shot put.

The team opened its home season this Saturday against a dangerous Northeastern squad with such famed performers as Ed Shen and Richard Olsen. Coach Holland is counting on the superior balance of the Tech squad to extend the string started with this victory.

Trackmen Win (Continued from page 1) every one came into the track to win by a half-lap. Other outstanding men for Tech were Captain Ian Williams ’54, who took two assists from Jack Parpacer ’54, who was the mile in addition to his first effort in the thousand; and Bill Antoine ’56, who won the high jump and took seconds in the broad jump and shot put.

The team opened its home season this Saturday against a dangerous Northeastern squad with such famed performers as Ed Shen and Richard Olsen. Coach Holland is counting on the superior balance of the Tech squad to extend the string started with this victory.

Your future depends on the RIGHT START

Join a progressive dynamic company that is setting new records in the electronic industry

RAYTHEON

SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS

Openings available for:

- ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
- CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
- MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
- PHYSICISTS

RAYTHEON is a pioneer and a leader in the electronic industry.
First to provide transistors in production quantities.
The leading supplier of commercial radar and underwater sound equipment.
Out front in research and engineering in receiving tubes, special purpose, klystrons, cathode ray, and magnetron tubes, digital computers, ultrasonic equipment, control mechanisms, radar, communications, and TV equipment.

Raytheon Manufacturing Company

Waltham, Massachusetts

Call your College Placement Office for appointments

CAMPU$ INTERVIEWS

Wednesday, February 24

OPPORTUNITIES IN BUSINESS

How College Students Can Get More Information long before they graduate—and at no cost—through this newly developed NAS career plan

If you're like most college students, you probably haven't made up your mind what you're going to do after graduation. There's no more reliable source of advice than your own College Placement Bureau.
To further clarify your thinking, to help you decide where your particular skills and abilities will find the greatest opportunities, by contacting one field against another. Here's how to use your free card. NAS has made it easy for you to score first hand information from leading companies in the fields that interest you most.

NAS can do this because, as an advertising representative of more than 700 college newspapers, we are in daily contact with many of the most important and progressive companies in America. These companies not only constantly seek college-trained men and women, but often plan far ahead in competing with one another for the most promising prospects.
So, you see, this new NAS career plan is a service both to college students and to business. Here's how it works:
The coupon below indicates the fields in which the greatest opportunities exist today. You check those that interest you as a possible career. We'll do our best to see that your inquiry is referred to one or more of the leading companies in those fields. Of course, we can't guarantee a response. We're merely volunteering our services to link the campus and the business world. But in many cases you'll hear directly from leading companies in the fields you've chosen.

Your information should be no worse than giving you a practical, down-to-earth picture of what the industry itself offers in the way of a career. Sec- retarily, it's your own way, it must include valuable facts and figures about working conditions, pay, and chances for promotion. Finally, filling in this coupon can mean a lead up jobs offers that would otherwise never have your way.
So act now. If you're a junior, or even a sophomore, it's not too soon to join the seniors in considering a business career. The sooner you start, the more information you collect, the better your chances to find the right job after college.

The Tech
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